Beauty and the Beast, Camelot, Once Upon a Mattress Backdrops for rent

Drops rent for $150-$400/week. Long-term discounts are available.
Minimum order: $1,000. Prices do not include shipping.
Call 775-445-4249 for more information.

Chamber: 22’x15’ scrim $300

Great Room: 38’x15’ $400

2 doorways, coordinate with Great Room
8’ x 15’ scrim $150 each

Arch portal 38’ wide, Adjustable height (columns are separate), typically 15’ tall, Scrim $300
Library drops created in varying heights for use on different elevations of set. $400/set

9’x10.3’
10.3 tall
Drop comes in three pieces to make width slightly adjustable: 12’ as shown

11.5’ tall
Drop comes in three pieces to make width slightly adjustable: 16’ as shown

11.5’ tall
Backdrop for Belle’s village 38’x15’ $400
Depth tabs, created to hang behind arches to give perspective to castle $150 each, $400 set

Stage right arch insert: 9’x9’

Center Stairway: 9.5x9.5

Stage left arch insert: 9’x9’

Scary forest scrim: 14’x36’ Two available for layered effects. $275 each

Forest scrim: 14’x36’ $275